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About This Game

In the dark and mysterious world of Closure, only what you see exists. Manipulate lights to phase objects in and out of reality in
this multiple-award-winning puzzle game. Play as a strange spider-like demon who explores the stories of three human

characters through beautiful, eerie environments such as a decrepit factory, a murky forest, an abandoned carnival, and the
strange, surreal realm that connects them together.
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Title: Closure
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Eyebrow Interactive
Publisher:
Eyebrow Interactive
Release Date: 7 Sep, 2012

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7/Vista/XP

Processor:Intel Core 2 Duo or higher

Memory:512 MB RAM

Graphics:Dedicated graphics card, 512MB with support for OpenGL 2.0, older or integrated (intel HD) cards probably will not
work.

Hard Drive:512 MB HD space

Additional:email support@closuregame.com if you have problems
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